Memo

To: All Users

From: Stephen Anderson
WFP CD

From: Jamie Mcgoldrick
Humanitarian Coordinator

Date: 25/07/2017

Dear All Users,

Reference to a letter received from Marka Airport Authorities about the new regulations about health certificate for all passengers’ arriving from Yemen, on board UNHAS flights. and due to cholera epidemic in Yemen, a doctor from ministry of health will be present at arrivals lounge, and will conduct a random check on the arrived passengers.

Therefore, All UNHAS passengers travelling to Amman are required to hold a recent health certificate. Which certifies that passenger has been gone through a proper medical check, and found to be clear of any communicable diseases including but not limited to; (Cholera, Malaria, yellow favor etc...)

All UNHAS passenger will be asked to present this certificate at UNHAS check-in counters at Sana’a Airport.

Any failure to comply with this; UNHAS will deny the passenger to board the flight to Amman, no exceptions to be considered, and this is applied on all passengers travelling to Amman Yemeni or Non- Yemeni.

WFP CD and the HC approved this document, with an immediate effect as of today 25JUL 2017.

Kind Regards,